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CHARLES E. HUGHES* 
Department of Computer Science, The University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tennessee 37916 
The complexity of a variety of decision problems for quotients and derivatives 
of prefix-free deterministic context-free languages are investigated. The opera- 
tions studied include the quotient of a language with itself and the successive 
application of the derivative operation. Each problem presented here is shown 
to be unsolvable and, moreover, each is shown to represent every r.e. many 
one-degree of unsolvability. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The object of this paper is to report on results attained concerning several 
decision problems related to sets produced by applications of the derivative and 
quotient operations to prefix-free context-free languages. In what follows we 
assume that our readers are familiar with the basic definitions of context-free 
languages and pushdown automata. 
DEFINITION. A context-free language L is said to be deterministic if L is 
accepted by a deterministic automaton. L is called prefix-free if w eL and wy eL  
implies that y = A, the string of length zero. 
Prefix-free deterministic context-free languages have been studied by Harrison 
and Havel [1972, 1973]. In particular they have shown that this class of languages 
coincides with both a class they refer to as strict deterministic and the class of 
languages accepted by deterministic pushdown automata with empty store. Here 
we study operations on this class. The operations to be considered will now be 
defined. 
DEFINITION. Let L and S be arbitrary languages. Then the quotient of L with 
respect o S, denoted L/S, is the set {w [ 3y[y e S & wy eL]}. If S is a singleton 
set then the above operation is most often called the derivative of L with respect 
to S. 
The derivative and quotient operations have been studied by a number of 
authors. In particular, Hartmanis [1967] has shown that every r.e. set may be 
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represented as the quotient of two context-free languages. Closure properties of 
L/S,  whenever S is a regular set are summarized in Hopcroft and Ullman [1969]. 
In particular deterministic context-free languages are closed under quotient with 
regular sets and consequently under the derivative operation. However, prefix- 
free deterministic ontext-free languages are not, in general, closed under 
derivatives and hence not under quotient with regular sets. That this latter 
statement is true should be clear from the fact that, if no word inL contains a $, 
thenL$ = {w$ I w eL} is prefix-free butL = L$/{$} is not necessarily so. 
DEFINITION. LetL  and S be arbitrary languages. Then the kth quotient of L 
with respect to S, denoted k A(L, S), is defined inductively as follows: 
(i) 1 A(L, S) = L/S, and 
(ii) if k > 1, then k A(L, S) = L/(k - -  1) A(L, S). 
For example, 3 A(L, S) -= L/(L/S)). 
DEFINITION. Let L and S be arbitrary languages. Then the *-quotient of L 
with respect o S, denoted *A(L, S), is defined to be the limit of k A(L, S), as k 
approaches infinity. 
DEFINITION. Let L be an arbitrary language and S a singleton set. Then the 
ktb derivative and the *-derivative of L with respect o S are defined to be the 
kth quotient and *-quotient, respectively. 
As a basis for our study of the operations just defined we have need of a number 
of Post tag systems results achieved by Aanderaa and Belsnes [1971] and the 
author [1975]. Definitions and a summary of results are given in the following 
section. 
2. TAO SYSTEMS 
A tag system T is a restriction of Post canonical forms defined by a triple 
{Z, D, f ) ,  where Z = {a 1 ..... an} is a finite alphabet, D is an integer greater than 
0 called the deletion umber andf is  a function from Z into Z*, the set of all words 
over Z. We generally denote f by a series of n rules, a i --~ W i . Let W be an 
arbitrary word over 27. I f  I W I, the length of W is less than D, then W is called 
terminal. If  I W ] >/ D then W is of the form b 1 "" bDW', where each b i ~ Z. 
Assume b 1 = ai • Then the word Y =-- W'Wi  is said to be the immediate successor 
of W. Let W and W' be arbitrary words over 27. Then W' is said to be derivable 
from Wif  there exists a sequence of words S 1 ,..., S~, m/> 1, such that W ~ $1, 
W' ~ S~,  and Si+l is the immediate successor of Si ,  for 1 ~< i < m. In effect, 
derivability is the transitive closure of the immediate successor relation. 
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Let W be an arbitrary word over 27. Then W is said to be mortal if there is 
some terminal word W' such that W' is derivable from W. The halting problem 
for tag system T is the problem to decide of an arbitrary W whether or not W is 
mortal. Let W o be some fixed word over 27. Then the decision problem for T with 
axiom W 0 is the problem to determine of an arbitrary W whether or not W is 
derivable from W o . The following known results are used in the proofs that 
follow. 
Result A. There exists a tag system whose halting problems is unsolvable. 
Moreover there exists, for any non-recursive r.e. many-one degree (of unsol- 
vability) ~,  a tag system T whose halting problem is of degree ~.  Further T may 
be constructed so that, for W an arbitrary word, W is never an immediate 
successor of itself. (The unsolvability result was first shown by Minsky [1961]. 
The degree result was shown by Aanderaa nd Belsnes [1971].) 
Result B. There exists a tag system T and word W 0 such that the decision 
problem for T with axiom W o is unsolvable. Morever, the family of such 
problems has an instance of every non-recursive r.e. many-one degree. (This 
was shown in Hughes [1975].) 
3. UNSOLVABLE PROBLEMS REGARDING DERIVATIVE AND QUOTIENT OPERATIONS 
We shall now set about showing some unsolvability and degree results for the 
operations defined in Section 1. As a preliminary we define the following 
languages when given an arbitrary tag system T = (Z, D, f) ,  Z = {al ,..., a~} 
andfdefined by the rules ai --~ Yi, 1 ~< i ~< n. 
Li(r)  = {¢$(VY~)R¢¢a~UV¢ I U ~ Z D-l, V ~ Z*) 
Here (VYi) R denotes the symbol-by-symbol reverse of the string VY~, Z D-1 is 
the set of all strings over Z whose lengths are exactly D -- 1, and ¢ and $ are 
symbols not in Z. One such language xists for each i, 1 ~< i ~ n. In addition, we 
define 
L(T) = 0 Li(T), 
i=1 
and 
R(Z) = {¢W¢¢SWR¢ t W e Z*).  
With the above language definitions in mind we now prove the results of this 
paper. 
THEOREM 1. Let ~ be an arbitrary non-recursive r.e. many-one degree. Then 
there exists a prefix-free deterministic context-free language P and a singleton set S 
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such that the problem to determine of an arbitrary word W over P' s alphabet whether 
or not there exists a k such that k A(P, S) = {W} is of degree ~. 
Proof. Let T = (Z, D, f )  be a tag system and W o a word over Z such that 
the decision problem for T with axiom W 0 is of degree ~.  Define 
P = L(T) v R(Z), 
S = {¢Wo¢}. 
Clearly P is prefix-free. P is also deterministic context-free since a deterministic 
pushdown automation may be constructed to accept it. 
Let W be an arbitrary word over Z. Then 
P/(¢w¢} = (¢SXR¢} 
iff X is the immediate successor of W in T. N[oreover, for all words X over Z, 
P/{¢$XR¢} = {¢X¢}. 
We may therefore conclude that 
and 
(2j - 1) ~(P, s )  = {¢$w~R¢), 
(2j) A(P, S) -~ {¢W#}, 
wheneverj > 0 and Wj is derived from W o afterj rules have been applied. This 
then proves the theorem. 
COROLLARY 1. There exists a prefix-free deterministic context-free language P
and a singleton set S such that the problem to decide membership in the kth derivatives, 
for arbitrary k, of P with respect to S is unsolvable. 
THEOREM 2. Let ~ be an arbitrary non-recursive r.e. many-one degree. Then 
there exists a prefix-free deterministic context-free language P such that the member- 
ship problem for the set PIP is of degree ~. 
Proof. Let T = (27, D, f )  be a tag system and W 0 a word over Z such that 
the decision problem for T with axiom W 0 is of degree ~.  Define 
and 
F~ = {#WR#@¢WcZ¢$WoR¢@ I We Z*, Z eL(T)*), 
F 2 = {@Z@ ] Z + R(Z)*), 
P =GuG,  
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where #,  @, ¢, and $ are not symbols in Z. Then P is prefix-free since each word 
in P must end in ¢@ and no oeeurrence of ¢@ appears anywhere lse. Moreover, 
a deterministic pushdown acceptor can easily be constructed for P. 
In order to make our analysis of P/P easier, we observe that 
P/P= F1/F 1 U F JF  2 u F JF  1 u FI/F2 . 
But  F~/F~ = {~}, F2/F~ = {Z}, and  F~/F~ = ~.  Hence  
P/P = FI/F~ u {A}. 
Words in F~ are of the form 
# WR#@¢W¢¢$ Y~n¢¢X,~¢¢$ yf_a¢¢Xk_I¢ ... ¢$ yIR¢¢X~¢¢$WoR¢@ , 
where for each i, 1 ~ i ~ k, Yi is the immediate successor of X i .  Words in F z 
are of the form 
®¢Z~¢¢SZjR¢¢Zj_~¢¢SZ~_I¢'" ¢Zo¢¢$ZoR¢®. 
But then a word in F2 is a final substring of a word in F 1 just in case ] = k and 
Zi = X~+I, 0 ~ i < k, 
Zi R = Yi R, 1 ~ i ~ k, 
Zo = Wo, 
and 
z~= w, 
and consequently 
Fa/F 2 = {#WR# ] W is derivable from W 0 in T}. 
This then shows that membership in F1/F 2 is one-one equivalent to the decision 
problem for T with axiom W 0 . Since PIP is just F~/F z t3 {A}, the proof is 
complete. 
COROLLARY 2. There exists a prefix-free deterministic context-free language P 
such that the problem to decide membership in PIP is unsolvable. 
THEOREM 3. Let ~ be an arbitrary non-recursive r.e. many-one degree. Then 
there exists a prefix-free deterministic context-free language P such t at the member- 
ship problem for k A(P, {A}) is of degree ~,for  all k > 1. 
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Proof. Let T = (27, D, f )  be a tag system and W o a word over Z such that 
the decision problem for T with axiom W o is of degree N. Define P exactly as 
was done in Theorem 2. Then 
and 
1 A(P, {A}) = P/{),} = P, 
2 A(p, {A}) = pIP = (,~} U (#WR# [ W is derivable from W o in T}, 
k A(P, {;~}) = 2 A(P, {A}), for all k > 2. 
But then we have shown what was desired. 
COROLLARY 3A. There exists a prefix-free deterministic context-free language P
such that the problem to determine membership in the kth derivative of P with 
respect o (A} is unsolvable, for all k ~ I. 
COROLLARY 3B. There exists a prefix-free deterministic context-free language P
such that the problem to determine membership n the *-derivative of P with respect 
to {A} is unsolvable. Moreover every non-recursive r.e. many-one degree is represented 
by the class of all such problems. 
THEOREM 4. Let ~ be an arbitrary non-recursive r.e. many-one degree. Then 
there exists a prefix-free deterministic context-free language P and a regular set S 
such that 
(I) the problem to determine of an arbitrary t E S whether or not there exists a 
k such that k A(P, (t}) -~ ~,  the empty set, is of degree ~,  
(II) the problem to determine of an arbitrary t E S whether or not there 
exists a k such that k A(p, {t}) ~ (k q- 1) A(p, {t}) is of degree ~ and 
(I I I) the problem to determine of an arbitrary t E S whether or not there 
exists a k such that k A(P, (t}) = *A(P, (t}) is of degree ~.  
Proof. Let T ~ (Z, D , f )  be a tag system whose halting problem is of 
degree ~.  Define 
P = L(T)  w R(X), 
and 
s = {¢W¢ [ wE z*}. 
P is a prefix-free deterministic ontext-free language, as we pointed out in 
Theorem 1. Nforeover, S is easily shown to be regular. 
Now, based on our arguments in Theorem 1, we know that, for W an arbitrary 
word over Z, 
2jA(P, {¢W¢}) = {Y}, 
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if Y is derivable from W after applying j rules of T. It should also be clear that 
L / (¢Y¢} = ~,  
whenever Y is a terminal word. Combining these facts, we have that H/-is mortal 
iff there is a k such that 
kA(P,  {¢W¢}) = ~.  
But, since T may be chosen so that no word is its own immediate successor, then 
kA(P,(¢W¢}) = ~ iff k~(P,{¢W¢}) = (k + 1)A(L,{¢~¢}). 
And finally, 
k A(P, {¢W¢}) = (k + 1) Z(P, {¢W¢}) iff k A(P, {¢W¢}) = *A(P, {¢W¢}). 
But then the theorem's proof is completed. 
COROLLARY 4. There exists a prefix-free deterministic context-free language P
and a regular set S suck that no decision procedure can exist to determine, for 
arbitrary t c S, whether or not there exists a k suck that 
(I) kA(P ,{ t})= ~,  
(I I) k A(P, {t}) - -  (k + 1) A(P, {t}), 
( I I I)  k A(P, {t)) = *A(P, {t}). 
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